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ABOUT THE PROJECT
XQuake (XQK) is a project based on XRPLedger with the goal of becoming the

world's charity token. XQuake (XQK) was created by a team of engineers and

entrepreneurs who believe in crypto and tokenization's future.

The goal of the Founders is to leverage Blockchain Technology to manage an

innovative enterprise blockchain-as-a-service solution on Blockchain Technologies

that helps charity organizations, government organizations and individuals receive

donations in a time of need. XQuake's primary focus is helping earthquake-affected

regions

XQuake (XQK) intends to secure all necessary licenses and approvals to comply

with regulations in relevant markets, as well as partnering with relevant licensed

entities to enhance the platform’s capabilities and accessibility in close collaboration

with our community and advisors.

ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT
This document and any other documents published in association with it, relate to

the launching of XQuake Token (XQK) to certain qualified persons (purchasers) in

certain jurisdictions and in respect of the intended development and use of the

XQuake Token (XQK) by founders and affiliates.

This document is not endorsed by any government authority and is subject to

change. Please read the “Disclaimers” section for additional important information

about this document.
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AUTHORIZED LANGUAGE
This document and related materials are issued in English only. Any

translation is for reference purposes only and is not certified by Founders.

No assurance can be made as to the accuracy and completeness of any

translations.

If there is any inconsistency between a translation and the English version of

this document or related materials, the English version prevails.

Questions?

Please contact XQuake (XQK) anytime if you have any questions about this

document or the project. You can email us at xquake@protonmail.com

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Be careful when interacting with anyone who claims that they represent

XQuake (XQK). Please check and verify all links, website addresses, email

addresses and social media handles carefully.

Feel free to check with us directly anytime at xquake@protonmail.com if

something seems suspicious.

XQuake (XQK) will never ask you for your passwords or private/secret keys.
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LICENSES, APPROVALS &
PARTNERSHIPS LIMITATIONS
XQuake intends to comply with relevant legislation and regulations and will make

every effort to obtain the necessary permits and approvals. In a number of relevant

jurisdictions where relevant actions may occur, regulatory licenses, permissions,

and/or collaborations with licensed firms are likely to be necessary. As a result, the

development and implementation of the efforts detailed in this white paper cannot

be guaranteed. It is not possible to guarantee that any such licenses, approvals, or

partnerships will be secured within a specific timeframe or at all, and no company or

person provides any such claims, warranties, or assurances. As such, the initiatives

described in this white paper may not be available in certain jurisdictions, or at all.

The initiatives could require restructuring to comply with regulations in certain

jurisdictions, and there is no assurance the initiatives will be approved. In addition,

the development of any initiatives is intended to be implemented in stages. As the

project is likely to rely on relationships with certain licensed third-party entities, if

these entities are no longer properly licensed in the relevant jurisdiction, or the

relationships are not possible to continue, this will impact the ability of XQuake to

rely on the services of that party.

NO ADVICE
This white paper does not constitute any investment advice, financial advice, trading

advice or recommendation by XQuake, its affiliates, or its respective officers,

directors, managers, employees, agents, advisors or consultants on the merits of

purchasing the XQK Token nor should it be relied upon in connection with any other

contract or purchasing decision.
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RISK STATEMENTS
Purchasing XQuake Token (XQK) involves substantial risk and may lead to a loss of

a substantial or entire amount of money or other assets involved. Prior to

purchasing XQuake Token (XQK), potential holders should carefully assess and

take into account the risks, including those listed in any other documentation.

A purchaser should not purchase XQuake Token (XQK) for speculative or

investment purposes. Purchasers should only purchase XQuake Token (XQK) if

they fully understand the nature of the XQuake Token (XQK) and accept the risks

inherent to the XQuake Token (XQK).

Cryptographic tokens may be subject to expropriation and/or theft; hackers or other

malicious groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with our system/network

in various ways, including malware attacks, denial of service attacks,

consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing, and spoofing which may result in

the loss of your cryptographic tokens or the loss of your ability to access or control

your cryptographic tokens. In such an event, there may be no remedy, and holders

of cryptographic tokens are not guaranteed any remedy, refund, or compensation.

The regulatory status of cryptographic tokens and digital assets is currently

unsettled in many jurisdictions, varies among jurisdictions, and can be subject to

significant uncertainty. It is possible that in the future, certain laws, regulations,

policies or rules relating to cryptographic tokens, digital assets, blockchain

technology, or blockchain applications may be implemented which may directly or

indirectly affect or restrict cryptographic token holders’ right to acquire, own, hold,

sell, convert, trade, or use cryptographic tokens.
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NOT A SALE OF SECURITY OR FIAT
CURRENCY
This whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or financial service offering

document and is not an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy any security,

investment products, regulated products or financial instruments in any jurisdiction.

The XQK Token is not being structured or sold as securities representing an interest

in XQuake Project. Owners of XQK Tokens are not entitled to any rights in XQuake

Project or any of its affiliates.Furthermore, XQuake Token (XQK) is not fiat currency,

nor is intended to represent or link to any fiat currency. Any reference to XQuake

Token (XQK) should not be interpreted as any reference to fiat currency or asset of

any kind.

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE
Potential holders of XQuake Token (XQK) should consult a lawyer, accountant, tax
professional and/or any other professional advisors as necessary prior to
determining whether to purchase XQuake Token (XQK) and/or using the XQuake
Platform.

VIEWS OF XQUAKE
The views and opinions expressed in this white paper are those of XQuake and do

not reflect the official policy or position of any government, quasi-government,

authority or public body (including but not limited to any regulatory body) in any

jurisdiction. This white paper has not been reviewed by any regulatory authority.
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CAUTION REGARDING FORWARD
LOOKING STATEMENTS
This white paper contains certain forward-looking statements regarding the business

we operate that are based on the belief of XQuake as well as certain assumptions

made by and information available to XQuake. Forward-looking statements, by their

nature, are subject to significant risks and uncertainties.

Forward-looking statements may involve plans, estimates and assumptions and are

subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors beyond our control and prediction.

Accordingly, these factors could cause actual results or outcomes that differ

materially from those expressed in the forward-looking statements.

Any forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date of which such statement

is made, we undertake no obligation to update any forward-looking statements to

reflect events or circumstances after the date on which such statement is made or to

reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events.
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WHY XQUAKE (XQK)?

Cryptocurrencies, we believe, will eventually take over the world of finance. Modern

financial systems will mostly employ cryptocurrency and tokens. Cryptocurrencies

are more reliable and long-lasting than fiat currency.

XQuake (XQK) is a cryptocurrency that runs on the XRP Ledger (XRPL) and is

noted for its high speed, cheap cost, scalability, and long-term viability. This enables

developers and entrepreneurs in the payments, foreign exchange, and other

industries to effortlessly modify existing applications and create whole new user

experiences.

XQuake (XQK) is aiming to become the most widely accepted payment option in the

global charity sector.

WHY ARE WE DOING THIS?
Thanks to the increased speed of XRPL, financial support may be given anywhere

on Earth in seconds with XQuake (XQK). Because of the advancement of digital

money, it is now possible to transfer digital tokens instead of cash to offer individuals

immediate assistance when they are in need. Tokens are a widely accepted form of

currency that can be used to pay for and receive goods and services. In a couple of

seconds, XQuake (XQK) might be able to assist the government in assisting

individuals.

This evolution may be slow, and we are at the beginning of it with the

unique XQuake Token(XQK).
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MISSION AND VISION

Mission

● Establishing a network of partners within the charity sector

○ Reaching out to potential partners in the charity industry sharing our

vision

○ Reaching out to software developers to develop and implement

payment applications

○ Increasing brand awareness

○ Creating a worldwide XQK community

● Connecting all partners within the charity industry

○ A globally accepted payment system with all the benefits of the

XRPL. XQuake (XQK) has the potential to be the bridge between

all partners within the charity industry.

○ XQuake runs on the XRPL which is known for its superior speed, low

cost, scalability and sustainability. XQuake is simple to integrate into

any current system and will assist charities in receiving donations

more quickly and safely.
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Vision

● Worldwide integration of XQuake in the charity sector

○ XQuake could be used as currency for donations around the globe.

● XQuake as a token for governments to aid

○ Because of the advancement of digital money, it is now possible to

distribute digital tokens rather than cash to meet people's basic

necessities in a time of need.

○ XQuake will be one of those tokens. The primary goal of XQuake is

to aid earthquake-affected areas, but it is expected that over time,

XQuake will become the world's ultimate charity money.

● Worldwide XQuake community

○ We want to build a global XQuake community. For XQuake to

thrive, the community will be crucial. By polling opinions and

monitoring user input, the community will be involved in the

decision-making process.
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ROADMAP
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TOKENOMICS
XQuake has a total of 100B Tokens on the XRP Ledger. A total of 70B Tokens will

be distributed on Network and a total of 10B will be transferred to the donation

wallet. XQK will follow an Airdrop concept with a total of 70B on the XRP Ledger.

Token XQuake

Token Code XQK

Token Network XRP Ledger

Issuing Address rHKrPGdpaqNRqRvmsiqQhD6azqc4npWoLC

Total Token Allocation 100.000.000.000

Maximum Market Supply 70.000.000.000

Token Launch Price Airdrop

Distribution of XQK Token

XQK (XRPL)

Public ( Airdrops, Giveaways,...) 70.000.000.000

Donation Wallet 10.000.000.000 (initially)

Team and Marketing 20.000.000.000
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DONATION WALLET
Main feature of XQuake Project.

At the start of the project, 10% of the total supply (10B XQK) will be transferred to a

Donation Wallet.

Donation Wallet is created on XRPL which includes XRP as a main currency and

XQK as a token on XRPL.

Donation Wallet will always be open to anyone who wishes to make an additional

donation in both XRP and XQK.

A percentage of current account holdings will be donated in times of need
based on community voting.
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@officialXQK

https://xquake.org

https://t.me/xquakechat
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